
· 16hGary Brannan @garybrannan
I have genuinely spent 10 minutes starting at this but, no, it really DOES 
appear to be true that a bunch of cryptobros just spent €2.6 MILLION - 
100x the asking price - for a book at auction in the mistaken belief that they 
would therefore own the copyright in it.

 · Jan 15Spice DAO ( , ) �TheSpiceDAO

Show this thread

We won the auction for €2.66M. Now our mission is to:

1. Make the book public (to the extent permitted by law) 

2. Produce an original animated limited series inspired by the book and 
sell it to a streaming service

3. Support derivative projects from the community
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sillyferns
@sillyferns

Replying to  and @garybrannan @thegrugq

They’re talking about creating a jpeg (NFT) of every 
page then burning the book to drive up the price of the
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page, then burning the book to drive up the price of the 
NFTs.

forum.spicedao.xyz
NFT of the Book w\ Proof of JPEG + Proof of Burn

TL;DR Issue NFTs for every page of the book so that its 
ownership is democratized. The pages of the book are …
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· 10hOhio Diner Progeny �THEamberadams
Replying to   and @sillyferns @garybrannan @thegrugq
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· 10h𝖱𝖾𝗏𝖪  �TheRealRevK
Replying to   and @sillyferns @garybrannan @thegrugq
They are going to love it when the copyright holder then sues them and they 
have to take down the JPEG’s!
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· 7hJared Jeyaretnam @jaredjeya
When they have to delete the entire blockchain to get rid of it, seeing as 
they’re planning on storing the JPEGs themselves!
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· 9hJay Lagorio @jaylagorio
Replying to   and @sillyferns @garybrannan @thegrugq
They already blew the money they got on the auction, where are they going 
to get the $100/jpg it'll take to mint each page as an NFT?
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· 9hEmma ní Dhúnlainge   (Emma Rua) �Emma_niDhulaing

 · 11hSala �SalaHanSala

Replying to @garybrannan

Here's the grift: he bought it with personal cash. Then his DAO 
crowdfunded $12 million to buy it from him, so ownership would transfer 
to the DAO. The item is irrelevant to the grift of fleecing rubes.
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· 9hBenjamin Braatz �HeptaSean
Replying to   and @sillyferns @garybrannan @thegrugq
…, but if I understood that correctly, it is not even the *last* copy of it, just 
one of *very* few. What good does it do for their “scarcity” to burn one of 
five or so?
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· 9hDave Conrad @daiconrad
Replying to   and @sillyferns @garybrannan @thegrugq
I know it's far from the most important thing here, but the abbreviation of 
"with" is "w/" with a slash, not a backslash. They don't seem highly literate.

1 11

· 8hthaddeus e. grugq @thegrugq
Well, w< that kind of attitude no w{}r no one w& to buy your NFTs! 
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